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AGREEMENT 

 
This collective bargaining agreement is made and entered into by the City of Hamilton, Ohio 

to employees working under the operations, conditions, and requirements of the City of 

Hamilton, herein referred to as the "Municipality" or “City,” and the International 

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 648, AFL-CIO, herein referred to as the "Union" or 

“Local 648.” 

 

For the purpose of facilitating the peaceful adjustment of differences that may arise from 

time to time and to promote harmony and efficiency to the end that the Municipality, the 

Union, and the public may mutually benefit, the Parties agree to the following: 

 

 
ARTICLE 1. RECOGNITION, DUES DEDUCTION 

 
Section 1.  The City of Hamilton hereby agrees to recognize Local 648 as the exclusive 

collective bargaining agent for wages, hours and working conditions of the employees of the 

Municipality working in the Departments of Electric, Underground Utilities, and Public Works 

assigned to classifications as listed in Appendix A, attached hereto, and further to those 

classes as may hereafter be established by City which involve duties in the construction, 

maintenance and repair of the electric transmission and distribution system; the traffic 

signal, alarm and street lighting system; electric meters and metering; tree trimming; and 

electrical equipment installation, maintenance and repair in City plants. 

 

The Bargaining Unit shall include the class of Crew Leader (Foreman) but exclude those 

positions of salaried classes holding the title of "Supervisor," “Assistant Superintendent” or 

"Superintendent." 

 

An employee, other than an Apprentice Lineman, who receives an original appointment or is 

reinstated to a class represented by the Union shall be in a probationary status during the 

first one hundred-eighty (180) calendar days of active employment.  Apprentice Linemen 

shall be in a probationary status for the entire period of their apprenticeship, until such time 

as the apprentice reaches the journeyman level.  Such probationary employees shall not be 

excluded from the Bargaining Unit; however, the discipline or discharge of an employee who 

is in probationary status shall not be a violation of this Agreement nor subject to the 

grievance procedure contained herein. 

 
Section 2.  The bargaining committee of the Union may, as they desire, be accompanied by 

officers of the International Union, Local Union representatives, or Legal Representatives in 

their meetings with the Municipality. 
 
Section 3.  The Municipality will deduct from the wages and turn over to the Financial 

Secretary or Business Manager of Local Union 648 at 4300 Millikin Road, Hamilton, Ohio, 

45011, the regular monthly union dues, a monthly working dues, the fair share fee and the 

Union's general and uniform assessments, as set forth by the local union bylaws, and as 

further provided herein by this Agreement. 
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A. The Union will provide the Municipality with at least two (2) calendar weeks 

advance notice of a pending increase in dues. 

The Municipality's remittance will be deemed correct if the Union does not 

give written notice within two (2) calendar weeks after a remittance is 

forwarded, of its belief, with reasons thereof, that the remittance is incorrect. 

 

The Union agrees to indemnify and hold the Municipality harmless against any 

and all claims or forms of liability arising out of the deductions hereinbefore 

noted.  The Union assumes full responsibility for the disposition of deductions 

so made once they have been forwarded by the Municipality. 

 
B. The Union will provide written notification of membership changes, both 

additions and deletions, and will annually forward to the Department of 

Human Resources a roster of City employee Bargaining Unit members. 

Section 4. 
 

A. The Parties agree that members of the Bargaining Unit, as defined in Article 1, 

Section 1, shall be subject to those fair share fee provisions of Ohio Revised 

Code, Section 4117.09(C). 

 

B. Those employees within the bargaining unit who do not become members of 

the Union shall pay to the Union, through deduction from pay as set forth 

herein, a fair share fee to reimburse the Union for the costs of representation 

for purposes of collective bargaining and for no other purpose.  The Treasurer 

of the Union shall certify to the Municipality the amount of the fair share fee 

and that the fee is to reimburse the Union for the costs of providing 

representation for collective bargaining and for no other purpose.  Upon such 

certification by the Union, the Municipality shall automatically and without 

requiring further authorization deduct the amount of the fair share fee from 

the pay of each employee obligated to pay the fee and remit the fee to the 

Union in the same manner as dues. 

 

 

ARTICLE 2.              RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS 
 
Section 1.  It is agreed that the administration of the Municipality, the direction of its 

employees, the determination of work schedules and assignments, and the making and 

enforcing of reasonable rules to effect orderly and efficient operations, the evaluation of 

employee performance (pursuant to the procedure adopted by the parties), the right to hire, 

transfer, promote, demote, and discipline or dismiss for cause (as provided in Civil Service 

Law, the Municipality's administrative regulations and the Rules and Regulations of the 

Hamilton Civil Service Commission), and to lay off for lack of work are rights vested 

exclusively in the Management of the Municipality, except as they have been otherwise 
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modified by the terms of this Agreement. 

 
Section 2.  The Municipality will notify the Union immediately upon determining that a 

position is to be filled, expanded, or created within a classification represented by Local 

648.  All qualified members of the Union will be given equal consideration with all other 

applicants who may apply.  The Municipality will comply with Civil Service Rules and 

Regulations pertaining to hiring of new employees. There will be no discrimination between 

Union and non-Union members. 
 
 
ARTICLE 3.                 HOURS OF WORK  
 
Section 1.  The workday shall consist of eight (8) hours falling between 7 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 

 
All employees shall receive a thirty (30) minute paid lunch period within their established 

eight (8) hour workday. 

 
Section 2.  The one-half hour lunch period will normally begin four (4) hours after the 

scheduled shift start and should it become necessary to postpone the lunch period, such 

period shall not occur more than six (6) hours after the shift starting time without the 

employee being paid for the lunch period at the appropriate rate of pay. 
 
Section 3.  The normal shift starting time shall fall within the workday hours as stipulated in 

Section 1 above and shall be determined by Management; provided, however, that changes 

in the normal shift start time shall be limited to two (2) per calendar year and further, that 

such changes shall be made known to the appropriate Union official in writing three (3) 

calendar days in advance of the effective date of the proposed change. 

 

Union representatives shall mean the officially designated Steward and Business Manager 

of Local 648. 

 
Section 4.  Forty (40) hours within five (5) days, Monday through Friday inclusive, shall 

constitute the workweek.  Employees reporting for work who have not been notified not to 

report shall be given either eight (8) hours work, or shall be paid the equivalent of eight (8) 

hours pay at regular rate of pay, except in case of a major breakdown or of a stoppage of 

work beyond the control of the Municipality. 
 
Section 5.  An employee will be eligible for a ten (10) minute break in the morning and a ten 

(10) minute break in the afternoon. 
 
 
ARTICLE 4.      OVERTIME AND PREMIUM PAY 
 
Section 1.  Work performed outside of the regular scheduled eight (8) hours per day and the 

regular scheduled forty (40) hours per week shall be paid for as overtime in accordance with 

the following regulations: 
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Section 2. 

 

A. If an employee is required to work outside of the regularly scheduled hours of 

7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and is called back to work after leaving the job, the 

employee shall be credited with having worked four (4) hours within the 

appropriate rate of pay, except: 

1. If an employee is called back to work for the sole purpose of 

changing one (1) traffic light, the employee shall be credited 

with having worked two (2) hours within the appropriate rate of 

pay. 

 

2. If an employee comes in up to two (2) hours before the starting 

time on a normal work day for the sole purpose of a scheduled 

customer outage or to work at a City of Hamilton property 

outside of the City of Hamilton’s corporate limits, he or she shall 

be credited with having worked two (2) hours within the 

appropriate rate of pay. 

 

B. Work performed after regular scheduled working hours shall be paid for at 1½ 

times the regular rate of pay until 10:00 p.m. 

 

C. After 10:00 p.m., double time shall be paid for work performed until the 

scheduled starting time of the next day. 

 

D. Double time shall be paid for all work performed on Sundays when it is the 

employee's second scheduled day of rest. 

 

E. Employees working Sunday when it is part of their regularly scheduled 

workweek and not a scheduled day of rest shall receive a premium of 50% per 

hour based upon their straight time hourly rate for all hours worked. 

 

F. Employees working Saturday when it is part of their regularly scheduled 

workweek and not a normally scheduled day of rest shall receive a premium 

of 25% per hour based upon their straight time hourly class rate for hours 

worked. 

 
G. Pyramiding.  In no event shall the overtime or premium pay provided for in the 

above sections be pyramided.  Thus, if two (2) or more overtime and premium 

pay provisions are applicable to the same hours of work, only the applicable 

provision yielding the largest amount shall satisfy the requirements of all 

other applicable pay provisions.  However, overtime and premium rates for all 

hours worked shall be computed on the applicable straight time hourly class 

rate plus any appropriate shift differential. 
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H. Compensatory Leave in Lieu of Overtime Payments 

 
1) In accordance with 1985 amendments to the Fair Labor Standards Act, 

employees of the Bargaining Unit may option compensatory leave in 

lieu of cash payment of overtime hours worked.  Said leave shall be 

based upon pay hours and shall constitute time off, with pay, from the 

regular work schedule. 

 

2) Compensatory leave shall not be taken in less than a two (2) hour 

increment and will be taken in one (1) or whole hour units rather than 

fractions of an hour.   

 

3) An employee may request compensatory leave by submitting to his or 

her supervisor for approval a Leave Application and Control Report not 

less than one (1) work day in advance of the proposed leave 

commencement. 

 

4) Overtime hours worked but not "banked" by 7:30 a.m. on Monday of 

the pay week will automatically be paid in cash. 

 

5) Compensatory leave in lieu of overtime cash payments shall be limited 

to a maximum of eighty (80) hours leave time per calendar year, per 

employee. 

 

6) Approval and scheduling of compensatory leave is subject to the work 

schedule requirements of the employee's work unit, as determined by 

the Director of the Department or authorized representative. 

 

7) If, as necessitated by work schedule requirements, an employee is 

called in from compensatory leave to work what would have otherwise 

been his or her regularly scheduled work hours but for the taking of 

compensatory leave, the employee shall only be compensated at his or 

her regular base rate of pay for such work hours.  Where, however, call-

in from compensatory leave results in the employee working beyond 

regularly scheduled work hours on the day of call-in, he or she shall be 

compensated for such hours worked beyond that day's regular work 

schedule in accordance with the overtime pay provisions of Article 4, 

Sections 1 and 2, paragraphs A through G, inclusive.  In no event shall 

compensatory leave be pyramided for purpose of receiving overtime for 

premium pay. 
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8) Compensatory leave shall be taken prior to the last pay period of each 

calendar year. Overtime hours earned in the first pay period of the new 

year can be converted to compensatory time and carried over into that 

new year or can be paid out at the employee's base rate of pay in 

effect when such leave hours were worked. 

 

9) Upon separation from City employment as a result of resignation, 

retirement, dismissal, layoff or death, accrued but unused and 

otherwise unpaid compensatory leave shall be converted and paid in 

cash to the employee, his estate or heirs at law at the employee's base 

rate of pay in effect when such leave hours were worked. 

 

10) The Parties agree that the granting of compensatory leave shall not 

generate nor cause overtime.  Further, it is recognized that there are 

unique scheduling difficulties relating to the approval of compensatory 

leave for employees falling within the class of Electric Distribution 

Troubleshooter.  Management will attempt to schedule leave requests 

in keeping with employee interests; however, the granting of such 

leave shall not generate nor cause overtime. 

 
Section 3. If non-scheduled work results in an employee working for any period of time 

during the period between four (4) and seven (7) hours before the start of the employee’s 

regular shift, then the employee shall have the option to take unpaid personal leave for the 

next regular shift or, if the employee chooses to work the next regular shift, time worked on 

that next regular shift shall be paid at 1½ times the regular rate. 

 

 

ARTICLE 5.                HOLIDAYS 
 
Section 1.  The following days will be recognized as guaranteed holidays by the Municipality: 

 

New Year's Day  Christmas Eve Day 

Martin Luther King Day  Christmas Day 

Good Friday   New Year's Eve Day 

Memorial Day   Employee's Birthday (as 

Independence Day  floating holiday) 

Labor Day   5 Personal Leave Holidays  

Thanksgiving Day  (as floating holidays)  

Friday immediately following Thanksgiving  

 
Section 2. 

 
A. Employees will be paid eight (8) times their regular straight time hourly rate as 

holiday pay for full holidays. 
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B. For work performed on a holiday, employees shall be paid double the straight 

time hourly rate in addition to holiday pay and shall be paid double time for 

hours worked in excess of eight (8) on such holidays. 

 

C. All holidays will be guaranteed by observing another appropriate day off when 

a holiday falls on a non-work day.  For purposes of premium holiday pay, the 

day actually observed will be considered the holiday except for employees 

whose regular work schedule would require work on the actual holiday.  In 

such cases, the actual day of the holiday will be observed for holiday pay 

purposes. 

 

D. The Electric Distribution Troubleshooter assigned to the Electric Distribution 

Division will receive time off in celebration of holidays, if so desired. 

 
Section 3.  For holidays having fixed calendar dates, leave eligibility is conditioned upon the 

employee being in a pay status on the actual date of the holiday, e.g., Independence Day, 

Christmas Day. 
 

A. Employees will be permitted to schedule their annual birthday and Personal 

Leave Days as "floating" holidays. 

 

B. Such "floating" holidays may be scheduled during the calendar year based 

upon the interests of the employee in keeping with both work unit scheduling 

practices and manpower necessities. 

 

C. Although the birthday holiday may be scheduled and taken in a calendar year 

prior to the actual anniversary date of birth, this holiday will be considered as 

earned leave in that year providing the employee is in a pay status on the 

actual birth date.   

 

D. The Personal Leave Holidays shall be considered as earned leave upon 

completion of three (3) months' service in a pay status during a calendar year. 

 

E. Holiday leave taken, but not earned, shall be subject to recovery. 

 
Section 4.  An employee who has agreed to work on a day otherwise observed by him as a 

holiday and who fails to report and who further fails to present sufficient reason for the 

absence, shall not be eligible for the holiday pay. 

 
Section 5.  An employee may request of his or her supervisor a floating holiday. The leave 

request will be approved or disapproved as promptly as possible.  
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ARTICLE 6.          SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL 
 

Electric Distribution Troubleshooter working the second or third shift will be eligible to 

receive a shift premium of one dollar ($1.00) per hour on the second shift and one dollar 

($1.00) per hour on the third shift. 

 

The respective shift premium will apply to employees who are assigned and working a 

second or third shift. 

 

 

ARTICLE 7.    FILLING OF VACANCIES 
 
Section 1. Vacancies to be filled within the bargaining unit shall normally be filled by 

transfer or promotion of bargaining unit personnel. 

 

The filling of a vacancy with an existing bargaining unit member under the 

terms of this Article shall be deemed a promotion if the bargaining unit 

member goes to a position with a higher maximum rate, and it shall be 

considered a transfer if the maximum rate for both jobs is the same.  The 

filling of a vacancy with a bargaining unit member shall not be deemed an 

original appointment. 

 

The qualified senior bargaining unit member shall be first considered within 

the division, then within the department, and then across the entire 

bargaining unit.  Qualified bargaining unit members shall be ranked within the 

respective division, department, or bargaining unit according to Division, 

Department or City Service seniority. 

 
Section 2. When a vacancy is to be filled, a list of not less than three (3) qualified 

bargaining unit members from within the division shall be used to fill the 

position. Selection shall be made from among the ten (10) most senior 

members willing to accept the position. 

 

If less than three (3) qualified bargaining unit members are available within 

the division, the appointing authority may supplement the list with qualified 

bargaining unit members from the department.  If less than three (3) qualified 

bargaining unit members are available within the department, the appointing 

authority may supplement the list with qualified members from the bargaining 

unit.  The lists shall be supplemented by the rank order of members on the 

list. 

 

If there are not three (3) qualified members within the bargaining unit willing 

to accept the position, the appointing authority may supplement the list with 

names from an appropriate civil service eligibility list, or request that a civil 

service examination be given. 

 

Due to the supervisory nature of the position of Distribution Lines Crew 
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Leader, the Appointing Authority shall have sole discretion to appoint the 

employee he believes is most qualified to that position, regardless of seniority.  

Provided, that no employee shall be considered for promotion to the position 

of Distribution Lines Crew Leader unless he or she has at least eight (8) years 

total experience as a Journey Line Worker, with not less than the last five (5) 

of those years as a Journey Line Worker employed by the City of Hamilton. 

 
Section 3. An appointing authority may appoint a person to fill a position within the 

bargaining unit from any list developed under this provision irrespective of 

whether the list has fewer than three (3) names. 

 

Section 4. An employee who has resigned in good standing may be considered for 

reinstatement if a vacancy exists in the same or similar classification within 

one (1) year of the date of his or her resignation.  Reinstatements are the 

prerogative of the Municipality.  Reinstatements will not be approved if a 

permanent layoff list exists in the classification. 

 

Section 5. An employee who has taken a voluntary demotion and/or transfer within the 

department may be reinstated to his or her previously held classification when 

the employee submits a request within one (1) year from the effective date of 

the demotion or transfer, a vacancy exists, and the Department Head 

approves. 

 

 

ARTICLE 8.            SENIORITY 
 

Section 1.  Ability and qualifications being relatively equal, seniority rights shall govern 

replacements and advancements for all employees covered by the bargaining agreement 

under this jurisdiction in the Department of Utility Operations and Engineering.  Such 

replacements or advancements shall be consistent with Article 7, and with the laws and 

regulations concerning civil service employees, the City Charter and the laws of the State of 

Ohio. 

 

Section 2.  A job classification shall be deemed to be "higher" when it carries a higher 

scheduled maximum.  The term "promotion" shall mean advancement to a higher job 

classification. 

 

Section 3.  In cases of promotion within the Bargaining Unit, the factors to be considered are 

ability, qualifications and seniority. 

 

Section 4.  In cases of promotion where two (2) or more employees have relative equal 

ability and qualifications, the employee with the greatest seniority shall receive the 

promotion.  Experience gained in lower classifications within the City Electrical Departments 

shall be considered when establishing qualifications and promotion. 

 

When an employee starts in the classification of apprentice lineman or apprentice 

electrician, his or her seniority for promotion shall be credited as beginning on the date 
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when that apprenticeship began.  This provision shall have its first effective date on 

November 1, 2000 and shall have no retroactive applicability. 

 

Section 5.  Seniority is defined as the length of time spent in the Division since the most 

recent date of hire. 

 

Section 6.  If seniority is equal, service shall govern. 

 

Section 7.  Service is defined as the length of time employed with the Municipality since the 

most recent date of hire. 

 
Section 8.  If the employee with the greatest seniority is not promoted, the employee and the 
Union shall be informed in writing as to the reason why the employee was not promoted. 
 
Section 9.  Temporary Promotional Appointments. 
 
A. When an employee in a lower class steps in for a unit class having a higher maximum 

rate of pay due to the absence of an incumbent, the employee so selected for 
temporary promotion shall be the individual in the appropriate lower rated class 
having the greater seniority on the crew. 

 

When the absence is at least eight (8) hours of a continuous nature, the person so 

moved into the higher class shall be placed at the lowest step of the higher class 

which provides a three percent (3%) increase in pay. 

 
B. In the event that an employee, serving in a temporary promotional capacity, retires, 

resigns, is dismissed, or dies during such assignment, all terminal or separation 
benefits to include life insurance, payment of sick leave upon death/retirement, 
vacation, prorated work clothing allowances, and holiday pay shall be based upon 
and paid at the permanent class appointment rate of that employee. 

 
Section 10.  Seniority Tie Breaker.  In the event that two (2) or more employees are tied with 

identical seniority status as otherwise provided within this contract, then the tie breaker 

used to determine which person shall be placed ahead of the other(s) shall be Civil Service 

test score.  In the event that test score does not resolve the tie, then date and time stamped 

on initial application shall be used. 

 
Section 11.  New Work Divisions. 

The establishment of any new work division within the City of Hamilton that impacts the 

seniority of members of Local 648 will be handled in the following manner: 

 

Notwithstanding any provisions of Article 8 of the collective bargaining 

agreement between the City of Hamilton and IBEW, Local 648 to the contrary, 

when members of Local 648 are reassigned to a newly created division on the 

same date, thereby resulting in the same divisional seniority date for such 

members, then the seniority tiebreaker for such individuals will first be the 

employees’ classification seniority date. 
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Should two (2) or more such employees share the same classification 

seniority date, then the seniority tiebreaker for such employees shall be total 

City service. 

 

 

ARTICLE 9.       RATES OF PAY  
 
Section 1.  The schedule of rates shall be in accordance with Appendix A. 

 
Section 2.  Work time lost as a result of unpaid leaves of absence will not be counted for the 

purpose of the timing of implementing merit adjustments or the advancement of employees 

within the pay schedule. 
 
Section 3.  An employee shall receive his or her first step adjustment following six (6) 

months in the first step.  An employee shall receive his or her second step adjustment 

following six (6) months in the second step. 
 
Section 4.  In the event of an official emergency declared by the City Manager or designee of 

at least sixteen (16) hours duration, employees who work at least sixteen (16) consecutive 

hours during the declared emergency will receive an additional five dollars ($5) per hour 

above the otherwise applicable rate for all hours worked on , and during, the period of that 

emergency.  Determination as to the existence of an emergency situation and as to the 

length of any such declared emergency shall be at the sole discretion of the City Manager or 

his or her designee.  The City will provide the Union with notice as to the end of the declared 

emergency within twenty-four (24) hours of the completion of work on any such emergency. 
 
Section 5.  When it is not a declared emergency, and an employee has worked for a period 

which goes beyond midnight, that employee may be given the option of continuing work at 

the start of the next work day for his or her at his or her regular rate of pay or of taking 

personal unpaid leave. 

 
Section 6.  Employees performing work at a location that requires an overnight stay will be 

provided reasonable meal and lodging expenses in accordance with existing City of Hamilton 

policies. 

 

 
ARTICLE 10.                VACATION 

 
Section 1.  Employees covered by this Agreement shall receive vacation leave, with pay, in 

accordance with the following schedule: 
 

Years' Continuous Service Annual Vacation Leave Benefit 

Less than one (1) year Twenty-Four (24) Hours 

 One (1) year but less than seven (7)   10 workdays 

Seven (7) years but less than sixteen (16) 15 workdays  

Sixteen (16) years  20 workdays 
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Seventeen (17) years 21 workdays 

Eighteen (18) years  22 workdays 

Nineteen (19) years  23 workdays 

Twenty (20) years  24 workdays 

Twenty-one (21) years 25 workdays 

Twenty-two (22) years 26 workdays 

Twenty-three (23) years 27 workdays 

Twenty-four (24) years 28 workdays 

Twenty-five (25) years 29 workdays 

 Twenty-six (26) years or more  30 workdays 

  
Section 2.  Division seniority shall rule in the choice of vacation. 
 
Section 3.  When any of the recognized holidays fall within the vacation period of any 

employee covered by this Agreement, the employee shall be allowed an additional day of 

vacation. 
 
Section 4.  Tentative vacation schedules shall be posted by April 1 of each calendar year. 
 
Section 5. Accrued vacation leave not taken by January 1 of each calendar year shall be 

removed from the employee's credit unless such balance is approved in writing by the City 

Manager. 

 

Requests for carryover of accrued vacation leave shall be made in writing through the 

Director of the employee's department to the City Manager who will consider approval of 

such carryover in the event either that disability has caused the employee's absence from 

duty during the previous calendar year of six (6) or more calendar months or that operational 

necessities during the previous year have prevented the employee's utilization of vacation. 

 

Written requests for vacation carryover shall be submitted for City Manager approval not 

later than December 1 of the calendar year.  Notice of approval shall be provided to the 

employee within seven (7) calendar days of receipt of the request for carryover. 

 

 

ARTICLE 11.              FUNERAL LEAVE 
 
Section 1.  In the event of death in the immediate family, a permanent City employee shall 

qualify for funeral leave with pay for up to three (3) consecutive workdays (24 hours) for 

participation in funeral services or arrangements. 

 

For the purpose of this section, "immediate family" is defined as:  spouse, child or stepchild, 

grandchild, parent, stepparent, grandparent, brother, sister of the employee; brother or 

sister of the employee's spouse, parents or stepparents of spouse and grandparents of 

spouse. 

 
Section 2.  Funeral pay will be provided to accommodate absences occurring only on 

regularly scheduled workdays at the employee's base rate of pay.  Funeral leave will not be 
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granted for any period during which the employee is already in a paid or unpaid leave of 

absence status. 

 

Funeral leave with pay will not be approved for absences not taken within the seven (7) day 

calendar period of the date of the funeral. 

 

Eligibility is further conditioned upon submission by the employee of a certificate as to the 

purpose and validity of leave usage. 

 

Funeral leave requests, otherwise meeting the conditions set forth within this Article, will be 

approved by the employee's supervisor and, if requested, the employee shall further submit 

proof of death and/or relationship of the deceased. 

 

Section 3.  In the event of death of an employee's relative in other than the immediate 

family, as defined above, leave time with pay of up to one (1) eight (8) hour workday may be 

taken for funeral purposes. 

 

Section 4.  In the event an employee should require additional time in excess of the 

allowances established in the above provisions, such additional time may be charged 

against vacation credits, with the approval of the supervisor. 
 
Section 5.  Use of funeral leave will not be charged against accumulated sick leave 

balances. 

 

 

ARTICLE 12.             SICK LEAVE, HEALTH CARE 

Section 1. Sick Leave.  

Sick leave will be allowed employees at the rate of one and one-quarter (1.25) days or ten 

(10) hours per month. 

 

A. Employees who are eligible to retire prior to November 1, 2024 will receive 

seventy-five percent (75%) of the value of their accumulated sick leave when 

such employee retires, subject to a 150 day or 1,200 hour maximum 

accumulation, provided such employee was hired before November 1, 1994, 

or has completed twenty-five (25) years of service with the City of Hamilton.  

All other employees hired prior to January 1, 2014 who are eligible and retire 

shall receive fifty percent (50%) of the value of their accumulated sick leave, 

subject to a 150 day, or 1,200 hour, maximum accumulation.  Employees 

hired on or after January 1, 2014 who are eligible and retire shall receive 

twenty five percent (25%) of the value of their accumulated sick leave, subject 

to a 150 day, or 1,200 hour, maximum accumulation.  

 

An employee who dies as a direct result of his or her employment with the 

Municipality to the extent that his or her family is eligible to receive Workers' 
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Compensation, then said family will be eligible to receive full payment of the 

employee's accumulated sick leave. For purposes of this section, the 

maximum sick leave accumulation shall be one hundred fifty (150) days or 

twelve hundred (1,200) hours. 

 
In the event of the death of an employee covered by this policy for causes not 

related to the employee's job, a payment in the amount of seventy-five 

percent (75%) of the value of his or her accumulated sick leave shall be made 

to the surviving spouse, heir(s) at law, or estate.  For purposes of this section, 

the maximum sick leave accumulation shall be one hundred fifty (150) days 

or twelve hundred (1,200) hours. 

 
B. Evidence of illness must be provided by FMLA Certification or other suitable 

proof required by the City of all sick leaves granted which involve three (3) or 

more consecutive workdays, provided that the granting of sick leave for not 

more than three (3) days without necessity of evidence shall be discretionary 

with the Department Head, and all excuses for absence shall be subject to 

such verification as the Department Head may see fit to require including 

examination by a physician selected by said Department Head. 

 

C. Whenever an employee’s uncertified absences (uncertified means without a 

medical certificate or other suitable proof required by the City) for sick leave 

exceed five (5) occurrences in any calendar year, a medical certificate or other 

suitable proof will be required for sick leave absences to be approved.  If no 

certificate or proof is provided after five (5) occurrences, the employee’s sick 

leave will not be approved. An employee will receive one (1) occurrence for 

each day the employee uses sick leave without a certificate or proof whether 

the employee uses for example ¼ hour or eight (8) hours in one day. 

Supervision may require a physician’s statement from an employee for 

absences of fewer than five (5) occurrences based upon the employee’s 

attendance and sick leave usage. In those instances where an employee will 

be required to present a physician’s statement for fewer than five (5) 

occurrences, the employee will be so notified of this fact in advance and in 

writing. Such written notification will apply to those next or future instances of 

sick leave usage. 

 

D. Employees absenting themselves from work under the sick leave provisions 

are responsible for notifying management daily no more than four (4) hours 

and no less than thirty (30) minutes in advance of his or her scheduled shift 

start, unless an employee is on an approved, extended FMLA qualifying leave 

of absence and in that case, the employee shall only be responsible for 

notifying management on the first day of absence no more than four (4) hours 

and no less than thirty (30) minutes in advance of his or her scheduled shift 
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start time.  An employee on an extended sick leave absence is responsible for 

notifying Management one (1) day in advance of return to duty accompanied 

with proper return to work documentation. Employees’ notification under this 

Paragraph shall be personally, by telephone, to his or her immediate 

supervisor, the City answering service, or other method designated by his or 

her supervisor.  

 

E. Employees shall not feign illness or injury, falsely report themselves ill or 

injured, or otherwise deceive or attempt to deceive as to the condition of their 

health.  Employees on sick leave status may be visited by his or her supervisor 

or supervisor’s designee at his or her place of home residence and must be 

available to speak with the supervisor or designee during the visit after five (5) 

uncertified sick leave absences in a calendar year.    

 

F. Employees hired after the effective date of this agreement will receive thirty 

(30) hours of sick leave upon date of hire. Sick leave accrual will begin on the 

third (3rd) month of employment. No sick leave accrual will occur during the 

first two (2) months of employment.  

 
Section 2.  Health Insurance  
  

A. Subject to certain restrictions regarding the transition of employees from the 

Local 648 Health Plan covered by a separate agreement, effective January 1, 

2017, the City shall provide to full-time permanent employees a plan of health 

insurance. The City and the employees shall share in the overall monthly 

premium cost of the insurance plan in the following manner:  the City shall 

contribute no more than 85% of the total premium cost and the employees 

shall contribute at least 15% of the total premium cost or the amount required 

of all other City employees through payroll deduction.  

 

B. The parties agree to meet and discuss regarding the increase in premium cost 

for the purpose of discussing alternatives to maintain cost, including, but not 

limited to, alternate insurance coverage, and alternate means of providing 

coverage.  The Union recognizes the right of the Municipality to secure 

alternate insurance carriers and to modify insurance coverage, which 

measures may be used to maintain or reduce premium costs.  

 

C. The parties agree that the City may annually change the content of the 

insurance plan and/or the insurance carrier after consultation with 

representatives of the affected bargaining units.  Adjustment of deductibles 

and co-pays shall not be construed as a reduction in benefit levels.  
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D. The Union understands and agrees that any increase in the premium rates for 

health, medical, life and related insurance premiums shall be a factor 

considered in the total economic proposals for successor negotiations.  Any 

rate increase which may be implemented during the period of this Agreement 

shall also remain subject to the wage negotiations of subsequent Agreements.  

 

E. The parties agree that the Union may participate in a City-wide health 

insurance committee, but that the City has the unilateral right to approve or 

deny a proposed Local 648 representative(s) for the committee.  The parties 

acknowledge that the purpose of the Committee is to work with City 

administration within the City’s budget parameters to review insurance 

coverage and consider alternative coverage or benefits.  

 
Section 3.  Injury Leave 
 

A. An employee who suffers an on-the-job injury from an identifiable incident that 

occurred in the course of the performance of his or her official duties within 

the scope of his or her employment with the Municipality, and who is off work 

due to said injury for a continuous period of fifteen (15) calendar days, will be 

compensated at his or her regular rate of pay at the time of the injury in lieu of 

the employee's income from disability benefits from Workers' Compensation 

or any other state source, for a period of time not to exceed one hundred and 

twenty (120) calendar days from the date of injury, provided the employee is 

diagnosed and treated by a doctor on a preferred provider lists of workers’ 

compensation doctors approved by the Municipality.  After the employee has 

been off work for a period of fifteen (15) continuous days, the employee shall 

receive his or her regular pay retroactive to the third (3rd) workday of the 

period of continuous absence.  Two (2) workdays of this period shall be 

charged against the employee's sick leave balance, and the remaining 

workdays for which injury leave is due shall be recredited to the employee's 

sick leave account. 

 

B. An employee claiming the right to receive, or who is receiving injury leave 

compensation, may be required by the employer, from time to time, to submit 

to a medical examination by a physician selected by the employer for the 

purpose of determining any questions regarding eligibility for and the duration 

of injury leave. 

 

C. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, an employee on 

injury leave who is unable to perform his or her regularly assigned duties may, 

at the discretion of the employer, be assigned other duties not requiring great 

physical exertion in lieu of injury leave compensation, provided such work is 
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available and the employer's physician releases the employee to return to 

work under such conditions.   

 

D. The employer shall have the right to demand proof of all items listed above 

regarding injury leave.  Falsification of any information with respect to any 

paid leave, including injury leave, shall be grounds for discharge. 

 

E. The City will continue its portion of premium payments on medical, surgical 

and life insurance benefits during any period of ILWP.  The Municipality will 

pay its portion of premiums for hospitalization, surgical, major medical and life 

insurance for a period not to exceed six (6) months beyond the expiration of 

the respective employee's accumulated sick leave. 

 

F. Seniority shall continue to accrue during any period of approved leave. 

 

G. An employee on ILWP will be eligible for routine merit and/or negotiated wage 

increases which otherwise are effective while the employee is on ILWP. 

 

 

ARTICLE 13.             LIFE INSURANCE  
 

Section 1.  The Municipality will arrange for a policy of group life insurance for active 

employees who have completed six (6) months of service with the City. 

 
A. The amount of insurance coverage shall be an amount equal to one times the 

employee's annual wage or salary as provided in the Classification and 

Compensation Plan, not to exceed a face value of $50,000, but rounded to 

the next lower one thousand dollar increment. 

 
In the event that the maximum face value permitted in filings for this type of 

group term insurance, as filed with the Ohio Department of Insurance, change 

to a higher value than $50,000, the parties will immediately enter into 

negotiations for the sole and exclusive purpose of amending this section so as 

to reflect the changed value. 

 
B. If the employee's annual wage or salary increases, the amount of his 

insurance shall be redetermined in accordance with Section 1 (A) effective 

September 15 next following the day of such increase in annual earnings, 

 

C. A double indemnity provision for accidental death and an accidental 

dismemberment clause will be provided. 

 

D. The Municipality will pay the total cost of the first ten thousand dollar 

($10,000) group life coverage.  For optional coverage in excess of $10,000 
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the employee will contribute by payroll deduction a maximum of fifteen cents 

($0.15) per thousand per month toward the cost of each one thousand 

dollars' coverage. 

 

E. Should an employee not elect life insurance coverage on the basis of one 

times earnings, the Municipality will provide for a maximum of ten thousand 

dollars ($10,000) coverage to include double indemnity and accidental 

dismemberment. 

Section 2. Retiree Death Benefit 

 

A. The amount of death benefit on each employee retired prior to January 1, 

1970 is one thousand dollars ($1,000) as prescribed by appropriate 

ordinance. 

 

B. Regular, full time employees who retire on or subsequent to January 1, 1970 

but prior to March 1, 1977, will be provided with a maximum of two thousand 

dollars ($2,000) as a death benefit.  The cost of said benefit shall be paid in 

full by the Municipality. 

 

C. Regular, full time employees who retire on or after March 1, 1977 will be 

provided with a maximum of four thousand dollars ($4,000) as a death 

benefit.  The cost of said benefit shall be paid in full by the Municipality. 

 
 
ARTICLE 14.              CREW SIZE 
 

The City agrees to maintain Crew Sizes to safely perform job assignments.  

 

 

ARTICLE 15.      ASSIGNMENTS  
 

Two (2) Journey Line Workers shall be on the job on all lines carrying 2300 volts or higher 

voltage.  No worker shall be required to work on any energized conductor over 4160 with 

rubber gloves from the pole.  Work on conductors carrying voltages between 4160 and 

8000 will be worked from a bucket truck or with hot sticks.  Any conductor carrying more 

than 8000 volts will be worked with hot sticks exclusively. 

 

 

ARTICLE 16.            APPRENTICESHIP   
 
Section 1. No apprentice shall be employed under 18 years of age.  There shall be no 

maximum age requirement for admission to the Line Apprentice Training Program. 
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Section 2. As a matter of policy, and since the purpose of apprenticeship is the training of 

skillful and competent Journey Line Worker, each apprentice shall be promoted regularly 

providing that he or she meets the requirements of the Joint Apprenticeship Committee, and 

the Local 648 and provided further that he or she meets the requirements of the 

Municipality. 

 

Section 3. As a matter of policy, instruction of apprentices shall be under the supervision of 

the Joint Apprenticeship Committee of Local 648 and the City of Hamilton. 

 

Section 4. Each apprentice shall be required to pass an examination with a grade of 75% or 

more before Local 648 recommends a wage increase and that progression to the next step 

within the Apprentice program be conditioned upon satisfactory completion of all 

requirements to include both classroom study as well as required work hour assignments.  

Line Worker apprentices shall be considered probationary employees for the duration of 

their apprenticeship, until such time as they meet the requirements and obtain journeyman 

level. 

 

The Line Worker Apprentice program is to be maintained as a four-year learning experience.  

The Inside Wire Worker Apprentice program is to be maintained as a five (5) year learning 

experience.  Trainees or Apprentices will not be advanced to the journey level until his or her 

four or five year program of training is completed. 

 

Section 5. An apprentice who successfully completes the apprenticeship program shall 

receive journeyman's pay starting the next pay period after proper notification from the 

Union of the completion. 

 

Vacancies within the journey level class of Line Worker II are to be filled with candidates not 

within City employment in the event that there is not an apprentice within the program who 

has completed the full four-year requirement of Apprenticeship. 

 

Section 6. If it becomes necessary to establish a ratio of Apprentices to Journey Line Worker 

or Electricians, the Municipality shall establish a policy in cooperation with the Union. 

 

Section 7. As a matter of policy, the Union and the Municipality shall determine the 

feasibility of starting new apprentices. 

 

Section 8. Apprentices shall have the right to transfer to a more desirable apprenticeship job 

without disturbing their schedules providing their previous training is comparable to the 

requirements of the desired job.  However, the transfer rights of apprentices shall be subject 

to approval by both the Joint Apprenticeship Committee and the Municipality. 

 

Section 9. Apprentice Lineman training schedule shall parallel, as closely as possible, that 

prescribed by the American Line Builders Apprenticeship training. 
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A. FIRST YEAR 

First Six Months – Ground Worker 

Second Six Months - Non-energized Conductors 

 
B. SECOND YEAR 

First Six Months - Energized Secondaries 

 

Second Six Months - Limited single phase primary and arc circuit when 

accompanied by a Journey Line Worker. 

 
C. THIRD YEAR 

First Six Months - Unlimited single phase primary when accompanied by a 

Journey Line Worker. 

 

Second Six Months - Limited three phase primary when accompanied by a 

Journey Line Worker. 

 
D. FOURTH YEAR 

First Six Months - Limited three phase primary when accompanied by a 

Journey Line Worker. 

 

Second Six Months - Unlimited three phase primary when accompanied by a 

Journey Line Worker. 

 
Section 10.  The apprentice employees will be rotated among line crews and not be 

permanently assigned to the same crew. 

 

Short term vacancies which arise in classes whose duties involve the operation of vehicular 

equipment may be filled by employees of the Line Apprentice class.  Said assignments will 

not be of extensive duration and shall not exceed three (3) workdays in a thirty (30) calendar 

day period. 

 

Section 11.  An Apprentice Electrician is to be under the supervision of a Journeyman at all 

times; A Journey Electrician is not required to constantly watch the Apprentice, but is to lay 

out the work required and permit the Apprentice to perform the work on his or her own.  Only 

a sixth period Apprentice shall be permitted to work alone on any job without the supervision 

of a Journey Electrician. 

 

Apprentices shall be required to complete the on-job work hour requirements as well as 

meet training certification standards as conditions for pay rate adjustments under the 

Apprentice Rate Schedule.  The Training Director of the Local will advise the Employer as to 

change in pay status. 

 

Section 12.  Employees of the Bargaining Unit may submit requests for attendance or 
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participation in job related training programs or courses to improve work skills. 

 

Similarly, Management may periodically designate certain job related training programs or 

courses which employees may choose to attend. 

 

In either case, approval of the Director of the Department to which the employee is assigned 

will be required for participation in such courses or programs. 

 

The cost of such programs or courses, once approved by the Department Director, will be 

borne by the City, providing the employee successfully completes the course or program of 

training. 

 

Correspondence type courses shall be excluded from eligibility under this provision. 

 

If Management requires Ground Workers to attend training programs, the employees will be 

paid minimum wage for the time spent attending the programs. 

 

 

ARTICLE 17.                  TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT  
 
Section 1.  The employer shall furnish all necessary tools and work gloves.  When a Lineman 

starts to work for the employer, he or she shall provide himself or herself with the following 

list of tools:  safety belt, spurs, pliers, and connectors.  The City will provide an employee 

hired as an Apprentice Line Worker with the tools listed above.  When replacement of these 

tools is necessary, the employer shall make replacement. If an apprentice does not 

successfully complete his or her apprenticeship with the City (either by leaving City 

employment or by failing the apprenticeship) the furnished tools shall be returned to City. 

 

Section 2.  The City shall also furnish all safety devices and rubber goods and these shall be 

inspected to determine suitability for use at regular intervals as set forth in Appendix C. 

 

Section 3.  Work Clothing  

Employees will be supplied by the City uniforms (consisting of seven (7) fire retardant shirts, 

seven (7) pairs of fire retardant pants, one (1) pair of bib overalls and one (1) winter coat), 

together with City emblems or patches for such uniforms. Such uniform items will be 

exchanged and replaced by the City on an “as needed” basis. 

 

ARTICLE 18.       INCLEMENT WEATHER 
 

As a general rule, the City will not require employees to do construction or maintenance 

work in exposed outside locations during inclement weather or when the temperature 

outside is 15ºF or below unless such work is necessary to protect life, property, or continuity 

of service. However, the City may assign non-hazardous work during periods of light rain or 

snow when the outside temperature is below 15°F.   

When not performing construction or maintenance duties out of doors, employees will be 

assigned other available work within the Electric Utility Division to include equipment 

maintenance. 
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The determination to suspend hazardous work during inclement weather shall be made by 

the Division Superintendent following consultation with the Crew Leader involved. 

 

 

ARTICLE 19.               OVERTIME EQUALIZATION  
 
Section 1.  Scheduled overtime shall be divided as equally as possible among the class.  The 

Division timekeeper shall keep a monthly record in triplicate of all overtime worked and such 

report to be completed by the third working day of the following month.  One copy shall be 

posted at the office of the timekeeper, one copy shall be given to the Superintendent of the 

Division, and one copy shall be given to the Union Steward. 

 

Section 2.  In view of the many circumstances which can arise in which an employee who is 

low in scheduled overtime accumulation may not actually work the available hours, it is 

possible then that a "spread" or differential of hours may occur among certain employees 

within the given class. 

 

Management and the Union are equally committed to the principle of equalization for 

scheduled overtime. In this context, the Parties to the Agreement shall meet as necessary to 

review the status of overtime hours with respect to member-employees and other hourly 

rated classes within the defined Bargaining Unit.  Such meetings are intended to provide an 

opportunity to determine the causes for any such differentials and enable timely and 

effective correction action to be taken.   

 

Section 3.  In the event that a temporary vacancy shall occur within the Electric Distribution 

Troubleshooter class, management retains the right to fill such vacancy by means of 

temporary promotion from the Line Worker II or Line Worker III classifications for the 

duration of the vacancy. 

 

Section 4. Emergency overtime will not follow Sections 1 through 3 in this Article.  

Emergency Overtime shall be given to those employees who indicate that they are willing to 

work those shifts.  Employees shall show their interest in Emergency Overtime by signing up 

on a list that will be provided to the City.  This list will be updated weekly.  The list is to 

contain one contact phone number; failure to answer the call will result in your name being 

removed from the list for that week.  There will be no attempt to equalize Emergency 

Overtime not be equalized with all members of the bargaining unit. However, City shall 

attempt to equalize overtime weekly pursuant to the list.   All employees may be required to 

work overtime in cases of emergencies. 

 

 

ARTICLE 20.                 RETROGRESSION  
 

In the event that a member-employee shall become medically unable to satisfactorily and 

safely perform the regular duties of his class and provided further that a medical 

certification as to the extent of the employee's disability is furnished, the employee may 

request and the Appointing Authority shall approve, a change in job or class assignment to a 
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vacant position, the duties of which the employee is medically and otherwise qualified to 

perform. 

 

An employee so appointed shall be assigned to the pay step in his new class at a rate 

closest to the rate of pay received by that employee in his former classification. 

 

 

ARTICLE 21.                                                                      ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES & ILLEGAL DRUGS PROHIBITED 
 

No employee shall report to work under the influence of or have in his or her possession or 

consume or use during duty time any alcoholic beverage or illegal narcotic, drug, barbiturate, 

amphetamine, hallucinogen, harmful intoxicant or dangerous drug. 

 

 

ARTICLE 22.                GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE  
 

The established grievance procedure, set forth in Appendix B, will be followed.  Employees 

covered by this Agreement may be represented by the Union, if they so desire. 

 

 

ARTICLE 23.                SAVINGS CLAUSE  
 
Section 1.  The terms of this Agreement shall be in conformance with applicable provisions 

of the Ohio State Law governing public sector collective bargaining. 

 

Section 2.  Should any provision of this Agreement be found to be in violation of any Federal 

law, or order by a court of competent jurisdiction, or federal administrative ruling, all other 

provisions shall remain in full force and effect for the duration of this Agreement. 

 

Section 3.  If any provision of this agreement conflicts with or is contrary to existing state or 

local laws, rules or regulations, it is the intention of the parties that the provisions of this 

contract shall prevail as provided in Ohio Revised Code, Section 4117.10(A). 

 

 

ARTICLE 24.                                                                                                         UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION  
 

Employee-members covered by the provisions of this Policy shall be entitled to 

Unemployment Compensation under the laws of the State of Ohio for any period of 

unemployment due to layoff for lack of work or lack of funds. 

 

Claims under this Article shall not be a violation of this Agreement nor subject to the 

grievance procedure contained herein. 

 

 

ARTICLE 25.                CHANGE TO OPERATIONS  

 
Section 1.  If, for reasons of lack of funds, the Municipality during the term of this 
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Agreement, initiates a work force reduction by means of layoff of members of the Bargaining 

Unit, Union and Management agree to open discussions for purposes of negotiating 

severance pay for employees so affected. 

 

The Municipality will provide the Union with a fourteen (14) day advance written notice of 

pending layoff(s). 

 

Section 2.  Lay Off 
 

Whenever it becomes necessary in any department to reduce the number of employees 

within a given class due to lack of work or lack of funds or for other causes, the Appointing 

Authority of the department so affected will determine the division or areas or program and 

job classification(s) to be reduced and the following shall apply: 

 

A. If a permanent employee is to be demoted or laid off, he or she may request 

transfer to an existing vacancy in the same or a similar rated class.  Such 

requests will be considered prior to demotion or lay off action. 

 
Requests for transfer to vacancies within the employee’s division or 

department of assignment will be considered by the Appointing Authority on 

the basis of the length of the employee’s total City service in the class from 

which transfer is requested. 

 
Transfer to the same or similar class vacancies in other departments will be 

by City seniority.  Employees so transferred will be subject to the period of 

probation in effect for that class. 

 

Employees transferred to other positions or classes must be capable of 

performing the duties of that class. 

 

Requests for transfer are subject to the approval of the Appointing Authority. 

 
B. If a lay off is to be effected, provisional and emergency appointees shall be 

laid off first in order as determined by the needs of the department and the 

Appointing Authority. 

 

C. Temporary and seasonal appointees shall be laid off next with the employee 

having the lowest performance rating being laid off first.  If two or more 

employees have the same performance rating, the individual with the least 

cumulative service time with the City, as measured in days of paid 

employment, shall be laid off first. 

 
D. Permanent appointees who are in an affected class and are still on probation 

shall be laid off next in inverse order of their seniority.  The procedure for lay 

off of permanent appointees shall apply in such instances. 

 

E. Permanent employees shall be laid off next in inverse order of City seniority.  
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No credit for seniority will be given for a resignation that was not followed by 

reinstatement within one (1) year. 

 

A. If a lay off occurs in a classification, the employee with the least City 

seniority shall be laid off first. 

 
B. If a lay off occurs in a classification, consideration will first be given for 

demotion of the employee, first within his or her division and then 

department to the next lower class.  The employee will be demoted 

first in lieu of lay off and the employee having the least City seniority in 

that classification will be demoted or laid off, whichever is appropriate. 

 
In the event two (2) or more employees holding different classes are to 

be laid off and both have appointive service in the same lower rated 

class, the employee with the greater City service shall be given priority 

for demotion to that class. 

 
F. The order of layoff or demotion shall in those instances involving employees 

holding original appointment wherein two or more incumbents of the same 

class have equal cumulative service time based upon attached Memorandum 

of Understanding. 

 
Section 3. Recall 
 

A. Employees holding permanent appointments who have been demoted or laid 

off shall have their names placed on a lay off list for the class from which they 

were demoted or laid off.  Standing on the list shall be in inverse order of 

demotion or lay off and, according to such standing, the employee for a period 

of time not to exceed two years shall have the prior right to be reinstated to 

his or her original class as an appropriate class vacancy occurs. 

 
B. Employees holding permanent appointments who have been demoted or laid 

off may request reinstatement to similarly rated class vacancies within either 

their own division or department or another department. 

 
1) Requests for reinstatement to similar vacancies within the bargaining 

unit will be considered by the Appointing Authority on  

2) the basis of the length of the employee’s City service in the class from 

which he or she was demoted or laid off. 

 
C. Seasonal or temporary classed vacancies may be filled by employees on lay 

off status by virtue of length of City service as measured in days of paid 

employment. 

 
Section 4. Employees who are laid off shall be granted recall rights to the position from 
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which they are/were laid off for a period of two (2) years.  Employees shall be 

recalled in the inverse order of layoff.  An employee to be recalled shall be 

notified by certified letter/return receipt of the offer of recall.  The letter shall 

be mailed to the employee’s last known address.  A recalled employee shall 

be allowed fourteen (14) calendar days from receipt of the notice to return to 

work.  An employee failing to return to work within fourteen (14) calendar days 

shall be deemed to have declined recall and shall have no recall rights 

thereafter. 

 

The Employer shall be deemed to have fulfilled its obligations by mailing the 

recall notice by certified mail, return receipt requested, to the mailing address 

provided by the employee, it being the obligation and responsibility of the 

employee to provide the Employer with his or her latest mailing address. 

 

Employees have the right to appeal the procedural aspects of layoff or 

displacement through the Grievance Procedure beginning at Step 3. 

 

The provisions of this Article shall be the sole and exclusive authority for the 

layoff, job abolishment, or recall of employees subject to this Agreement. 

 

Section 5. Seniority acquired by an employee placed on lay off for any reason shall 

remain to his or her credit until such time as the employee either: 

 

A. Retires 

B. Is discharged for cause 

C. Is not recalled to active permanent employment within two (2) 

years from the effective date of lay off. 

 

Seniority shall not accrue while an employee is on lay off status. 

 
Section 6.  This Agreement shall be binding upon employer's successors, assigns, 

purchasers, or transferees, whether such succession, assignment, or transfer be effected 

voluntarily or by operation of law. 

 

If only a portion of employer's business covered by this Agreement is sold, assigned or 

transferred, either voluntarily or by operation of law, this Agreement shall continue to apply 

to the remaining portion of the business retained by employer and to that portion of the 

business so sold, transferred, or assigned. 

 

 

ARTICLE 26.                                                                                                   EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES  
 

The Municipality and the Union mutually agree to support and promote both the letter and 

the spirit of federal, state and local laws providing for equal employment opportunity. 

 

The Parties agree that all persons shall have equal employment opportunity regardless of 

race, color, creed, sex, national origin, handicap status, marital status, membership or non-
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membership in a labor organization, and within the framework of law regarding age 

discrimination. 

 

Claims under this Article shall not be a violation of this Agreement nor subject to the 

grievance procedure contained herein. 

 

 

ARTICLE 27.     GENERAL WAGE RATES  
 
Section 1.  The following rate/class changes shall be: 

 
A. All employees shall receive a two and one-half percent (2.5%) across the 

board wage increase effective from the beginning of the pay period that 

includes June 1, 2019.   

 

B. All employees shall receive a one and three-quarters percent (1.75%) across 

the board wage increase effective from the beginning of the pay period that 

includes January 1, 2020.  All employees shall receive a three-quarters 

percent (.75%) performance-based increase effective from the beginning of 

the pay period that includes January 1, 2020, if the entire bargaining unit 

meets or exceeds sixty percent (60%) of the performance-based criteria in 

Section 2 below for the calendar year of 2019. 

 

C. All employees shall receive a one and one-half percent (1.5%) across the 

board wage increase effective from the beginning of the pay period that 

includes January 1, 2021. All employees shall receive a one percent (1%) 

performance-based increase effective from the beginning of the pay period 

that includes January 1, 2021, if the entire bargaining unit meets or exceeds 

sixty percent (60%) of the performance-based criteria in Section 2 below for 

the calendar year of 2020. 

 

Section 2. Performance-Based Criteria 

 

The entire Bargaining Unit must meet or exceed 60% the following metrics to receive the 

performance-based increases set forth in Section 1(B) and (C) of this Article.   

 

CATEGORY METRIC STANDARD VALUE 

Safety 

Lost time hours 

0 lost time hours for 

entire Bargaining Unit 

or 10% less than the 

previous 5-year 

average 

15% 

Lost time incidents 

0 lost time hours for 

entire Bargaining Unit 

or 10% less than the 

previous 5-year 

average 

15% 
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Reliability 

CAIDI (average outage duration for 

customers who experience an outage) 

Lower than the 

previous year or 5-year 

APPA Average 
15% 

SAIFI (Number of outages experienced by 

the average customer) 

Lower than the 

previous year or 5-year 

APPA Average 
15% 

Productivity 

Unscheduled Time Off Incident Rate 
(Unscheduled is less than 24 hours notice 

for any time off) 

Less than 24 hours per 

employee 
20% 

Overtime Availability Ratio (Accepted 

Calls/Calls made) 
75% OT accepted 20% 

 

ARTICLE 28.                                         RETIREMENT CONTRIBUTION PICK-UP "SALARY REDUCTION" METHOD 

 

The Municipality agrees to "pick-up" the employee share of the pension contribution by 

means of the "salary reduction method." 

 

The purpose of said program is to permit employee utilization of certain federal tax deferral 

benefits. 

 

Said program will neither reduce the employee's class rate nor subject City to an increase in 

costs. 

 

Implementation is further subject to approval and authorization by appropriate federal and 

state agencies. 

 

It is understood that members of the Bargaining Unit will, for purposes of the retirement 

system employee contribution "pick-up" program, be considered as a distinct group, all 

members of which will be required to participate in said "pick-up" program. 

 

 

ARTICLE 29.         EMPLOYEE RECORDS 
 

Records of verbal and/or written warnings given to any employee shall be removed from his 

or her personnel file, placed in a separate expired discipline file, and will not be considered 

for purposes of progressive discipline, one year after the date said warning or warnings were 

given, provided the employee incurs no additional discipline of any nature during that one-

year period. 

 

Records of any suspension received by any employee shall be removed from his or her 

personnel file, placed in a separate expired discipline file, and will not be considered for 

purposes of progressive discipline two years from the date said suspension was received by 

the employee provided said employee incurs no additional discipline of any nature during 

that two-year period. 

 

Records of any verbal or written warning or of any suspension presently in an employee's 

personnel file at the time of the execution of this Agreement shall likewise be providing the 

records meet the criteria for purging as set forth above. 
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For purposes of this Article, "employee records" shall be those as officially maintained in the 

office of the Department of Civil Service and Personnel. 

 

 

ARTICLE 30.                NO STRIKE-NO LOCK OUT 
 
Section 1.  During the term or extended term of this Agreement or during the pendency of a 

mutually agreed upon settlement procedure, the Union, its officers, representatives, 

stewards, members and all other employees subject to the terms of this Agreement shall not 

instigate or engage in a strike, work stoppage, concerted refusal of overtime, work slowdown 

or any other interference with or interruption of the operations of the Municipality. 

 

Section 2.  In consideration of the Union's commitment as set forth in Section 1 of this 

Article, the Municipality agrees that it shall not lock out employees; however, a complete or 

partial reduction of operations by the Municipality due to lack of work or lack of funds shall 

not be considered a lockout. 

 

 

ARTICLE 31.                                                                                                                AGREEMENT TERMS ALL INCLUSIVE 
 

The Parties acknowledge that during the negotiations which preceded this Agreement, each 

had the unlimited right and opportunity to make demands and proposals with respect to any 

subject and matter not removed by law from the area of collective bargaining and that the 

understandings and agreements arrived at by the Parties after the exercise of that right are 

set forth in this Agreement. 

 

If, during the term of this Agreement, a matter arises which was not within the 

contemplation or knowledge of the Parties at the time this Agreement was negotiated and 

executed, then either party may request of the other the opportunity to negotiate such 

matter.  However, such negotiations shall be entered into only by mutual agreement and no 

party shall be required, during the term of the Agreement, to negotiate or bargain upon any 

issue.  

 
 
ARTICLE 32.                MISCELLANEOUS 
 
Section 1.  Commercial Driver's License 
 

The Employer will reimburse employees who, as a requirement of their employment, are 

required to obtain a commercial driver's license.  Reimbursable costs are the license fee 

and, upon evidence of a passing grade, the initial examination fee. 
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Section 2.  Labor Management Committee 
 

The parties shall establish a Labor Management Committee which shall meet every quarter, 

or more often upon mutual agreement, for the purpose of discussing mutually agreeable 

topics. 

 

Section 3.  Safety 
 

A safety meeting shall be held once each month.  

 

Section 4.  Direct Deposit 
 

All employees covered by this Agreement shall be required to enroll for direct deposit. 

 

 

ARTICLE 33.             DURATION OF AGREEMENT 
 
Section 1.  Length of Agreement/Right of Termination 
 

The wages, benefits, terms, and conditions of employment set forth in this Agreement shall 

remain in effect until May 31, 2022, and shall continue in effect unless either party gives 

written notice to the other party not more than ninety (90) days nor less than sixty (60) days 

prior to May 31, 2022 of its intention to modify or terminate this Agreement. 

 

Section 2.  Duty to Bargain To Impasse 
 

The duty to bargain shall continue for a period of not less than sixty (60) days following the 

notice given in Section 1, and until 12:01 a.m. November 1, 2022, whichever period is 

longer.  If an agreement is not made between the parties prior to November 1, of the year in 

which a notice to terminate is given, the parties shall be deemed to be at impasse.  An 

“Agreement” under this section means a signed, or initialed written instrument, or 

instruments, setting forth, in specific, or general terms, the resolution of all issues.  It is the 

intention of the parties that the termination provisions, bargaining timetables, and impasse 

determinations applicable to terminations of this Agreement are to be construed and 

enforced as a mutually agreed dispute resolution procedure (MAD), and that such procedure 

is intended to supersede the provisions of Revised Code 4117.14. 

 

Section 3.  Rights of Parties at Impasse 
 

If a notice to terminate has been given by either party and a successor agreement has not 

been made between the parties prior to November 1, 2022, the parties shall resort to the 

MAD in Appendix D, and shall, after exhausting the MAD procedures, have the respective 

rights as follows:  

 

A. The Union, and its bargaining unit members, shall have, provided it has given 

ten (10) days prior written notice, the right to engage in a strike against the 

City.  Written notice of its intention to strike shall be given by certified mail to 
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one or more of the persons named in Section 4 of this Article, ten (10) days, or 

more, prior to the strike date.  The notice shall state the date and time the 

strike shall commence.  If the union does not engage in a strike at the time 

and date set forth in the strike notice, or if it engages in a strike and suspends 

the strike before a successor agreement is made, the union shall, if it intends 

to strike, issue a new strike notice which shall state the date and time the 

strike shall commence, which shall not be sooner than ten (10) days after the 

date set forth in the original strike notice and not sooner than ten (10) days 

after the date the new notice is given.  Each successive strike notice shall 

contain a statement of the date and time the strike shall commence which 

date and time shall not be sooner than ten (10) days after the date and time 

set forth in the last prior notice, and not sooner than ten (10) days after the 

date the new notice is given. 

Section 4.  Service of Notice 
 

All written notices referred to in this Article shall, if given by the City, be mailed by certified 

mail to any one, or more, of the following persons at the address stated: 

 

Jeff McGuffey 

Business Manager 

IBEW, Local 648 

4300 Millikin Road 

Hamilton, Ohio 45011 

 

All written notices referred to in this Article shall, if given by the Union, be mailed by certified 

mail to any one, or more, of the following persons at the address stated: 

 

Jim Logan 

Executive Director of Infrastructure 

One Renaissance Center, 4th Floor 

345 High Street 

Hamilton, Ohio 45011 

 

Notice shall be deemed to have been given on the date of mailing.  Notice mailed to any one 

of the persons named herein shall be sufficient notice to the other party to effect the 

purpose of the notice. 

 

Section 5.  Duty to Bargain 
 

The duty to bargain set forth in this Article does not compel either party to enter an 

agreement, or to make a concession. 



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused their names to be subscribed by 
their authorized representatives on this _9th_ day of May, 2019. 

FOR: IBEW, Local 648 

Business Manager 

Mike Wroot 
Committee Member 

---;;:::-~ 
Tim Allen 
Committee Member 

Ed Kimble 
Comm, tee Member /il!C 
[ ~4 
Curtis Rouse 

Anderson 
Committee Member 

~--
Chris Riddle 
Committee Member 

A~-rm,....: ;;;;;c;;;;;:::;;a.a __ 

~ 
Law Director 

FOR: CITY OF HAMILTON, OHIO 

Dan Moats, 
Director of Utility Operations 

Dennis Farthing, 
Electric Power Systems Superintendent 

~£M 
Donnie Watts 
Electric Distribution Superintendent 
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APPENDIX A – SCHEDULE C - WAGES 

SCHEDULE C 

CLASSES REPRESENTED BY IBEW 

EFFECTIVE June 1, 2019 

 
     Other  

 CLASS      
RANGE CODE CLASSIFICATION   1 2 3 

18-E 348 Groundsman Hour $24.69  $25.18  $25.69  

   Annual $51,360  $52,383  $53,428  

       
20-E 114.2 Maintenance Wkr. (Elect. Dist.) Hour $32.62  $33.29  $33.99  

   Annual $67,840  $69,247  $70,697  

       
23A-E 345 Tree Trimmer Hour $34.21  $34.93  $35.67  

 350 Line Worker I Annual $71,166  $72,659  $74,194  

       
24-E 158 Electric Meter Technician I Hour $34.49  $35.23  $35.99  

   Annual $71,742  $73,277  $74,855  

       
25-E 346 Tree Trimming Crew Leader Hour $35.03  $35.78  $36.55  

   Annual $72,872  $74,428  $76,027  

       
27-E 151 Electronic Comm. Technician I Hour $36.22  $37.01  $37.79  

   Annual $75,345  $76,987  $78,607  

       
28A-E 159 Electric Meter Technician II Hour $37.45  $38.26  $39.09  

   Annual $77,903  $79,588  $81,314  

       
29A-E 145 Electrician I Hour $37.96  $38.77  $39.62  

 153 P.W. Electrician I Annual $78,948  $80,632  $82,402  

 352 Line Worker II     

       
30-E 152 Electronic Comm. Technician II Hour $38.29  $39.12  $39.99  

 352 Line Worker III Annual $79,652  $81,378  $83,169  

       
30A-E 353 Electric Distribution Troubleshooter Hour $38.65  $39.48  $40.33  

   Annual $80,398  $82,125  $83,894  

       
32-E 164 Electric Meter Technician III Hour $40.27  $41.14  $42.02  

 147 Electrician II Annual $83,756  $85,569  $87,402  

 148 P.W. Electrician II     

 146 Utility Plant Electrician     

 355 Distribution Lines Crew Leader     
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APPRENTICE RATES: 6/1/2019 

       
Apprentice Line Worker 

       

    Percentage of  

    Journeyman Effective  

Year   Period Step Line Worker (29A-E) 6/1/2019 

1st  1st 6 mo. 1 60%  $23.77  

1st  2nd 6 mo. 2 65%  $25.75  

2nd  3rd 6 mo. 3 70%  $27.73  

2nd  4th 6 mo. 4 75%  $29.71  

3rd  5th 6 mo. 5 80%  $31.69  

3rd  6th 6 mo. 6 85%  $33.67  

4th  7th 6 mo. 7 90%  $35.65  

4th  8th 6 mo. 8 95%  $37.64  

       
Apprentice Electrician 

       

    Percentage of  

    Journeyman Effective  

Year   On-Job Hours Step Electrician (29-A) 6/1/2019 

1st  0 - 1000 1 80%  $31.69  

1st  1000 - 2000 2 82%  $32.49  

2nd  2000 - 3500 3 85%  $33.67  

3rd  3500 - 5000 4 89%  $35.26  

4th  5000 - 6500 5 93%  $36.84  

5th  6500 - 8000 6 97%  $38.43  
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SCHEDULE C 

CLASSES REPRESENTED BY IBEW 

EFFECTIVE January 1, 2020 

(IF PERFORMANCE METRICS NOT MET) 

     Other  

 CLASS      
RANGE CODE CLASSIFICATION   1 2 3 

18-E 348 Groundsman Hour $25.12  $25.62  $26.14  

   Annual $52,259  $53,300  $54,363  

       
20-E 114.2 Maintenance Wkr. (Elect. Dist.) Hour $33.19  $33.87  $34.58  

   Annual $69,027  $70,459  $71,934  

       
23A-E 345 Tree Trimmer Hour $34.81  $35.54  $36.29  

 350 Line Worker I Annual $72,412  $73,930  $75,492  

       
24-E 158 Electric Meter Technician I Hour $35.09  $35.85  $36.62  

   Annual $72,997  $74,559  $76,164  

       
25-E 346 Tree Trimming Crew Leader Hour $35.65  $36.41  $37.19  

   Annual $74,147  $75,731  $77,358  

       
27-E 151 Electronic Comm. Technician I Hour $36.86  $37.66  $38.45  

   Annual $76,663  $78,334  $79,982  

       
28A-E 159 Electric Meter Technician II Hour $38.11  $38.93  $39.78  

   Annual $79,267  $80,980  $82,737  

       
29A-E 145 Electrician I Hour $38.62  $39.44  $40.31  

 153 P.W. Electrician I Annual $80,330  $82,043  $83,844  

 352 Line Worker II     

       
30-E 152 Electronic Comm. Technician II Hour $38.96  $39.81  $40.68  

 352 Line Worker III Annual $81,045  $82,803  $84,625  

       
30A-E 353 Electric Distribution Troubleshooter Hour $39.33  $40.17  $41.04  

   Annual $81,805  $83,562  $85,362  

       
32-E 164 Electric Meter Technician III Hour $40.97  $41.86  $42.76  

 147 Electrician II Annual $85,222  $87,066  $88,932  

 148 P.W. Electrician II     

 146 Utility Plant Electrician     

 355 Distribution Lines Crew Leader     
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APPRENTICE RATES: 1/1/2020 

       
Apprentice Line Worker 

       

    Percentage of  

    Journeyman Effective  

Year   Period Step Line Worker (29A-E) 1/1/2020 

1st  1st 6 mo. 1 60%  $24.19  

1st  2nd 6 mo. 2 65%  $26.20  

2nd  3rd 6 mo. 3 70%  $28.22  

2nd  4th 6 mo. 4 75%  $30.23  

3rd  5th 6 mo. 5 80%  $32.25  

3rd  6th 6 mo. 6 85%  $34.26  

4th  7th 6 mo. 7 90%  $36.28  

4th  8th 6 mo. 8 95%  $38.29  

       
Apprentice Electrician 

       

    Percentage of  

    Journeyman Effective  

Year   On-Job Hours Step Electrician (29-A) 1/1/2020 

1st  0 - 1000 1 80%  $32.25  

1st  1000 - 2000 2 82%  $33.05  

2nd  2000 - 3500 3 85%  $34.26  

3rd  3500 - 5000 4 89%  $35.88  

4th  5000 - 6500 5 93%  $37.49  

5th  6500 - 8000 6 97%  $39.10  
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SCHEDULE C 

CLASSES REPRESENTED BY IBEW 

EFFECTIVE January 1, 2020 

(IF PERFORMANCE METRICS MET) 

     Other  

 CLASS      
RANGE CODE CLASSIFICATION   1 2 3 

18-E 348 Groundsman Hour $25.31  $25.81  $26.33  

   Annual $52,644  $53,693  $54,764  

       
20-E 114.2 Maintenance Wkr. (Elect. Dist.) Hour $33.43  $34.12  $34.84  

   Annual $69,536  $70,979  $72,465  

       
23A-E 345 Tree Trimmer Hour $35.07  $35.81  $36.56  

 350 Line Worker I Annual $72,945  $74,475  $76,048  

       
24-E 158 Electric Meter Technician I Hour $35.35  $36.11  $36.89  

   Annual $73,535  $75,109  $76,726  

       
25-E 346 Tree Trimming Crew Leader Hour $35.91  $36.68  $37.47  

   Annual $74,694  $76,289  $77,928  

       
27-E 151 Electronic Comm. Technician I Hour $37.13  $37.94  $38.74  

   Annual $77,229  $78,911  $80,572  

       
28A-E 159 Electric Meter Technician II Hour $38.39  $39.22  $40.07  

   Annual $79,851  $81,577  $83,347  

       
29A-E 145 Electrician I Hour $38.90  $39.73  $40.61  

 153 P.W. Electrician I Annual $80,922  $82,648  $84,462  

 352 Line Worker II     

       
30-E 152 Electronic Comm. Technician II Hour $39.25  $40.10  $40.98  

 352 Line Worker III Annual $81,643  $83,413  $85,249  

       
30A-E 353 Electric Distribution Troubleshooter Hour $39.62  $40.47  $41.34  

   Annual $82,408  $84,178  $85,992  

       
32-E 164 Electric Meter Technician III Hour $41.27  $42.17  $43.07  

 147 Electrician II Annual $85,850  $87,708  $89,587  

 148 P.W. Electrician II     

 146 Utility Plant Electrician     

 355 Distribution Lines Crew Leader     
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APPRENTICE RATES: 1/1/2020 

       
Apprentice Line Worker 

       

    Percentage of  

    Journeyman Effective  

Year   Period Step Line Worker (29A-E) 1/1/2020 

1st  1st 6 mo. 1 60%  $24.36  

1st  2nd 6 mo. 2 65%  $26.39  

2nd  3rd 6 mo. 3 70%  $28.42  

2nd  4th 6 mo. 4 75%  $30.45  

3rd  5th 6 mo. 5 80%  $32.49  

3rd  6th 6 mo. 6 85%  $34.52  

4th  7th 6 mo. 7 90%  $36.55  

4th  8th 6 mo. 8 95%  $38.58  

       
Apprentice Electrician 

       

    Percentage of  

    Journeyman Effective  

Year   On-Job Hours Step Electrician (29-A) 1/1/2020 

1st  0 - 1000 1 80%  $32.49  

1st  1000 - 2000 2 82%  $33.30  

2nd  2000 - 3500 3 85%  $34.52  

3rd  3500 - 5000 4 89%  $36.14  

4th  5000 - 6500 5 93%  $37.76  

5th  6500 - 8000 6 97%  $39.39  
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SCHEDULE C 

CLASSES REPRESENTED BY IBEW 

EFFECTIVE January 1, 2021 

(IF PERFORMANCE METRICS NOT MET IN 2020, NOT MET IN 2021) 

     Other  

 CLASS      
RANGE CODE CLASSIFICATION   1 2 3 

18-E 348 Groundsman Hour $25.50  $26.01  $26.53  

   Annual $53,043  $54,099  $55,178  

       
20-E 114.2 Maintenance Wkr. (Elect. Dist.) Hour $33.68  $34.38  $35.10  

   Annual $70,063  $71,516  $73,013  

       
23A-E 345 Tree Trimmer Hour $35.34  $36.08  $36.84  

 350 Line Worker I Annual $73,498  $75,039  $76,624  

       
24-E 158 Electric Meter Technician I Hour $35.62  $36.38  $37.17  

   Annual $74,092  $75,678  $77,307  

       
25-E 346 Tree Trimming Crew Leader Hour $36.18  $36.96  $37.75  

   Annual $75,259  $76,867  $78,518  

       
27-E 151 Electronic Comm. Technician I Hour $37.41  $38.23  $39.03  

   Annual $77,813  $79,509  $81,182  

       
28A-E 159 Electric Meter Technician II Hour $38.68  $39.52  $40.37  

   Annual $80,456  $82,195  $83,979  

       
29A-E 145 Electrician I Hour $39.20  $40.04  $40.91  

 153 P.W. Electrician I Annual $81,534  $83,274  $85,101  

 352 Line Worker II     

       
30-E 152 Electronic Comm. Technician II Hour $39.55  $40.41  $41.30  

 352 Line Worker III Annual $82,261  $84,045  $85,894  

       
30A-E 353 Electric Distribution Troubleshooter Hour $39.92  $40.78  $41.66  

   Annual $83,032  $84,815  $86,643  

       
32-E 164 Electric Meter Technician III Hour $41.59  $42.49  $43.40  

 147 Electrician II Annual $86,500  $88,372  $90,266  

 148 P.W. Electrician II     

 146 Utility Plant Electrician     

 355 Distribution Lines Crew Leader     
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APPRENTICE RATES: 1/1/2021 

       
Apprentice Line Worker 

       

    Percentage of  

    Journeyman Effective  

Year   Period Step Line Worker (29A-E) 1/1/2021 

1st  1st 6 mo. 1 60%  $24.55  

1st  2nd 6 mo. 2 65%  $26.59  

2nd  3rd 6 mo. 3 70%  $28.64  

2nd  4th 6 mo. 4 75%  $30.69  

3rd  5th 6 mo. 5 80%  $32.73  

3rd  6th 6 mo. 6 85%  $34.78  

4th  7th 6 mo. 7 90%  $36.82  

4th  8th 6 mo. 8 95%  $38.87  

       
Apprentice Electrician 

       

    Percentage of  

    Journeyman Effective  

Year   On-Job Hours Step Electrician (29-A) 1/1/2021 

1st  0 - 1000 1 80%  $32.73  

1st  1000 - 2000 2 82%  $33.55  

2nd  2000 - 3500 3 85%  $34.78  

3rd  3500 - 5000 4 89%  $36.41  

4th  5000 - 6500 5 93%  $38.05  

5th  6500 - 8000 6 97%  $39.69  
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SCHEDULE C 

CLASSES REPRESENTED BY IBEW 

EFFECTIVE January 1, 2021 

(IF PERFORMANCE METRICS MET IN 2020, NOT MET IN 2021) 

     Other  

 CLASS      
RANGE CODE CLASSIFICATION   1 2 3 

18-E 348 Groundsman Hour $25.69  $26.20  $26.72  

   Annual $53,434  $54,498  $55,585  

       
20-E 114.2 Maintenance Wkr. (Elect. Dist.) Hour $33.93  $34.64  $35.36  

   Annual $70,579  $72,043  $73,552  

       
23A-E 345 Tree Trimmer Hour $35.60  $36.34  $37.11  

 350 Line Worker I Annual $74,039  $75,592  $77,189  

       
24-E 158 Electric Meter Technician I Hour $35.88  $36.65  $37.44  

   Annual $74,638  $76,235  $77,877  

       
25-E 346 Tree Trimming Crew Leader Hour $36.45  $37.23  $38.03  

   Annual $75,814  $77,433  $79,097  

       
27-E 151 Electronic Comm. Technician I Hour $37.69  $38.51  $39.32  

   Annual $78,387  $80,095  $81,781  

       
28A-E 159 Electric Meter Technician II Hour $38.97  $39.81  $40.67  

   Annual $81,049  $82,801  $84,598  

       
29A-E 145 Electrician I Hour $39.49  $40.33  $41.22  

 153 P.W. Electrician I Annual $82,135  $83,888  $85,729  

 352 Line Worker II     

       
30-E 152 Electronic Comm. Technician II Hour $39.84  $40.70  $41.60  

 352 Line Worker III Annual $82,867  $84,664  $86,527  

       
30A-E 353 Electric Distribution Troubleshooter Hour $40.21  $41.08  $41.96  

   Annual $83,644  $85,440  $87,281  

       
32-E 164 Electric Meter Technician III Hour $41.89  $42.80  $43.72  

 147 Electrician II Annual $87,138  $89,023  $90,931  

 148 P.W. Electrician II     

 146 Utility Plant Electrician     

 355 Distribution Lines Crew Leader     
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APPRENTICE RATES: 1/1/2021 

       
Apprentice Line Worker 

       

    Percentage of  

    Journeyman Effective  

Year   Period Step Line Worker (29A-E) 1/1/2021 

1st  1st 6 mo. 1 60%  $24.73  

1st  2nd 6 mo. 2 65%  $26.79  

2nd  3rd 6 mo. 3 70%  $28.85  

2nd  4th 6 mo. 4 75%  $30.91  

3rd  5th 6 mo. 5 80%  $32.97  

3rd  6th 6 mo. 6 85%  $35.03  

4th  7th 6 mo. 7 90%  $37.09  

4th  8th 6 mo. 8 95%  $39.15  

       
Apprentice Electrician 

       

    Percentage of  

    Journeyman Effective  

Year   On-Job Hours Step Electrician (29-A) 1/1/2021 

1st  0 - 1000 1 80%  $32.97  

1st  1000 - 2000 2 82%  $33.80  

2nd  2000 - 3500 3 85%  $35.03  

3rd  3500 - 5000 4 89%  $36.68  

4th  5000 - 6500 5 93%  $38.33  

5th  6500 - 8000 6 97%  $39.98  
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SCHEDULE C 

CLASSES REPRESENTED BY IBEW 

EFFECTIVE January 1, 2021 

(IF PERFORMANCE METRICS NOT MET IN 2020, MET IN 2021) 

     Other  

 CLASS      
RANGE CODE CLASSIFICATION   1 2 3 

18-E 348 Groundsman Hour $25.75  $26.27  $26.79  

   Annual $53,565  $54,632  $55,722  

       
20-E 114.2 Maintenance Wkr. (Elect. Dist.) Hour $34.02  $34.72  $35.45  

   Annual $70,753  $72,221  $73,733  

       
23A-E 345 Tree Trimmer Hour $35.68  $36.43  $37.20  

 350 Line Worker I Annual $74,222  $75,778  $77,379  

       
24-E 158 Electric Meter Technician I Hour $35.97  $36.74  $37.53  

   Annual $74,822  $76,423  $78,069  

       
25-E 346 Tree Trimming Crew Leader Hour $36.54  $37.32  $38.12  

   Annual $76,001  $77,624  $79,292  

       
27-E 151 Electronic Comm. Technician I Hour $37.78  $38.60  $39.41  

   Annual $78,580  $80,292  $81,982  

       
28A-E 159 Electric Meter Technician II Hour $39.06  $39.91  $40.77  

   Annual $81,248  $83,005  $84,806  

       
29A-E 145 Electrician I Hour $39.59  $40.43  $41.32  

 153 P.W. Electrician I Annual $82,338  $84,094  $85,940  

 352 Line Worker II     

       
30-E 152 Electronic Comm. Technician II Hour $39.94  $40.80  $41.70  

 352 Line Worker III Annual $83,072  $84,873  $86,740  

       
30A-E 353 Electric Distribution Troubleshooter Hour $40.31  $41.18  $42.07  

   Annual $83,850  $85,651  $87,496  

       
32-E 164 Electric Meter Technician III Hour $42.00  $42.91  $43.82  

 147 Electrician II Annual $87,353  $89,243  $91,155  

 148 P.W. Electrician II     

 146 Utility Plant Electrician     

 355 Distribution Lines Crew Leader     
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APPRENTICE RATES: 1/1/2021 

       
Apprentice Line Worker 

       

    Percentage of  

    Journeyman Effective  

Year   Period Step Line Worker (29A-E) 1/1/2021 

1st  1st 6 mo. 1 60%  $24.79  

1st  2nd 6 mo. 2 65%  $26.86  

2nd  3rd 6 mo. 3 70%  $28.92  

2nd  4th 6 mo. 4 75%  $30.99  

3rd  5th 6 mo. 5 80%  $33.05  

3rd  6th 6 mo. 6 85%  $35.12  

4th  7th 6 mo. 7 90%  $37.19  

4th  8th 6 mo. 8 95%  $39.25  

       
Apprentice Electrician 

       

    Percentage of  

    Journeyman Effective  

Year   On-Job Hours Step Electrician (29-A) 1/1/2021 

1st  0 - 1000 1 80%  $33.05  

1st  1000 - 2000 2 82%  $33.88  

2nd  2000 - 3500 3 85%  $35.12  

3rd  3500 - 5000 4 89%  $36.77  

4th  5000 - 6500 5 93%  $38.43  

5th  6500 - 8000 6 97%  $40.08  
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SCHEDULE C 

CLASSES REPRESENTED BY IBEW 

EFFECTIVE January 1, 2021 

(IF PERFORMANCE METRICS MET IN 2020, MET IN 2021) 

     Other  

 CLASS      
RANGE CODE CLASSIFICATION   1 2 3 

18-E 348 Groundsman Hour $25.94  $26.46  $26.99  

   Annual $53,960  $55,035  $56,133  

       
20-E 114.2 Maintenance Wkr. (Elect. Dist.) Hour $34.27  $34.98  $35.71  

   Annual $71,275  $72,753  $74,276  

       
23A-E 345 Tree Trimmer Hour $35.95  $36.70  $37.48  

 350 Line Worker I Annual $74,769  $76,337  $77,950  

       
24-E 158 Electric Meter Technician I Hour $36.24  $37.01  $37.81  

   Annual $75,374  $76,986  $78,644  

       
25-E 346 Tree Trimming Crew Leader Hour $36.81  $37.59  $38.40  

   Annual $76,561  $78,196  $79,876  

       
27-E 151 Electronic Comm. Technician I Hour $38.06  $38.89  $39.70  

   Annual $79,159  $80,884  $82,586  

       
28A-E 159 Electric Meter Technician II Hour $39.35  $40.20  $41.07  

   Annual $81,847  $83,617  $85,431  

       
29A-E 145 Electrician I Hour $39.88  $40.73  $41.62  

 153 P.W. Electrician I Annual $82,945  $84,714  $86,573  

 352 Line Worker II     

       
30-E 152 Electronic Comm. Technician II Hour $40.23  $41.10  $42.01  

 352 Line Worker III Annual $83,684  $85,498  $87,380  

       
30A-E 353 Electric Distribution Troubleshooter Hour $40.61  $41.48  $42.38  

   Annual $84,468  $86,282  $88,141  

       
32-E 164 Electric Meter Technician III Hour $42.31  $43.22  $44.15  

 147 Electrician II Annual $87,997  $89,901  $91,827  

 148 P.W. Electrician II     

 146 Utility Plant Electrician     

 355 Distribution Lines Crew Leader     
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APPRENTICE RATES: 1/1/2021 

       
Apprentice Line Worker 

       

    Percentage of  

    Journeyman Effective  

Year   Period Step Line Worker (29A-E) 1/1/2021 

1st  1st 6 mo. 1 60%  $24.97  

1st  2nd 6 mo. 2 65%  $27.05  

2nd  3rd 6 mo. 3 70%  $29.14  

2nd  4th 6 mo. 4 75%  $31.22  

3rd  5th 6 mo. 5 80%  $33.30  

3rd  6th 6 mo. 6 85%  $35.38  

4th  7th 6 mo. 7 90%  $37.46  

4th  8th 6 mo. 8 95%  $39.54  

       
Apprentice Electrician 

       

    Percentage of  

    Journeyman Effective  

Year   On-Job Hours Step Electrician (29-A) 1/1/2021 

1st  0 - 1000 1 80%  $33.30  

1st  1000 - 2000 2 82%  $34.13  

2nd  2000 - 3500 3 85%  $35.38  

3rd  3500 - 5000 4 89%  $37.04  

4th  5000 - 6500 5 93%  $38.71  

5th  6500 - 8000 6 97%  $40.37  
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APPENDIX B - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 

 
SECTION 1.  DEFINITION OF GRIEVANCE 

 

A grievance is defined as a dispute between an employee or the Union and the Municipality 

involving the interpretation or application of this Agreement. 

 

It is the intent of the Parties that disputes involving the suspension or discharge of an 

employee be subject to resolution only through this procedure. 

 

SECTION 2.  GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 

 
A. Step 1. An employee who believes he has been aggrieved shall discuss this issue 

with his immediate supervisor of non-bargaining unit status within ten (10) workdays 

of the date of occurrence or within a similar time period after the employee should 

reasonably have learned of the event giving rise to the grievance. 

 

In the absence of the employee's immediate supervisor of non-bargaining unit status 

or in the event the employee's immediate non-unit supervisor is a Division level 

management representative, the aggrieved may initially submit the grievance in 

written form to that representative within the time period established herein. 

 

The Supervisor shall, within five (5) workdays of being advised of the grievance, 

respond either orally to the employee or in writing, as appropriate. 

 

B. Step 2. If the grievance is not resolved at Step 1, the employee, not later than five (5) 

workdays after receipt of the immediate Supervisor's response, shall reduce the 

grievance to writing stating the facts giving rise to the grievance, the contract 

provision alleged to have been violated, and the remedy sought. The grievance shall 

be dated and signed by the employee and submitted to the appropriate Division 

Superintendent. 

 

The Division Superintendent shall have five (5) workdays from receipt of the 

grievance to submit a written response to the employee. 

 

C. Step 3. If the grievance is not resolved at Step 2, the written grievance will be 

submitted to the employee's Department Director within five (5) workdays following 

receipt of the Step 2 response. 

 

A copy of the written grievance shall be provided the Business Manager of Local 

Union 648 and the Municipality's Department of Human Resources. Within five (5) 

workdays of receipt, the Department Director shall arrange for a meeting with the 

Business Manager of the Union to hear the grievance issue. 
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The Director's written response will be submitted within five (5) workdays of hearing 

into the matter.  Copy of this response will be provided to the Union Business 

Manager and the Department of Human Resources. 

 

D. Step 4. If the grievance is not resolved at the third step, the Union shall submit the 

grievance issue in writing to the City Manager for consideration. 

 
Before a determination is issued at this step, either the Business Manager of the 

Union or the City Manager may request that the Parties meet to hear the issue. 

 

Within ten (10) workdays of either receipt of the grievance or the hearing date, 

whichever is later, the City Manager shall issue a written response to the Union 

Business Manager. 

 

Copy of this response shall be provided the employee, the appropriate Department 

Director, and the Department of Human Resources. 

 

Any grievance which involves the suspension or discharge of an employee will be 

initiated into the Grievance Procedure at the Step 4 level. 

 

SECTION 3.  ARBITRATION 

 
A. A grievance that has been properly and timely processed through the procedure as 

established in Section 2 above and that has not been resolved at the fourth and 

concluding step may be appealed to arbitration by the Union filing notice with the 

Office of the City Manager within five (5) workdays of receipt of the City Manager's 

Step 4 determination of its intent to appeal. 

 

B. A grievance not so appealed from the fourth step shall be considered resolved and 

the written determination of the City Manager shall be final and binding upon the 

aggrieved employee, the Union and the Municipality. 

 

C. Not later than ten (10) workdays after the Union serves the Municipality with written 

notice of intent to arbitrate, the Parties shall jointly refer a written request to the 

American Arbitration Association to furnish the Municipality and the Union a list of 

seven (7) qualified and impartial arbitrators. 

 

D. The selection of a single arbitrator to hear the grievance shall be by alternating strike 

off method. 

 

E. The Parties shall then jointly write the selected arbitrator requesting that a list be 

provided of not fewer than five (5) dates within the next sixty (60) calendar days 

which would be available as hearing dates. 
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F. In the event that arbitration cases are pending, they will be heard according to the 

following priorities: 

1) Discharge cases 

2) Suspension cases 

3) Grievances involving back pay issues 

4) Filing date of grievance 

 
G. Arbitrator's Jurisdiction. 

 
1) The Arbitrator shall take such evidence as in his judgment is appropriate for 

resolution of the dispute; however, he shall confine himself to the issue for 

arbitration and shall have no authority to determine any other issue not so 

submitted and which is not directly essential to reaching a determination. 

 

2) The Arbitrator shall neither add to, detract from, nor modify the language of 

this Agreement, the Charter of the City of Hamilton or applicable State statutes 

in arriving at a determination. 

 

3) The Arbitrator shall have no power to recommend any right or relief for any 

period of time prior to the effective date of the current Agreement. 

 

4) In those issues wherein the grievance relief involves back or lost wages 

covering a period of an employee's payroll separation due to suspension or 

discharge, the amount so awarded shall be less any unemployment 

compensation received by the aggrieved employee(s). 

 

5) The decision of the Arbitrator shall be submitted in writing to the Parties within 

thirty (30) calendar days of the hearing conclusion. 

 

6) The decision and award of the Arbitrator shall be final and binding on the Union 

and its members, the aggrieved employee(s) and the Municipality. 

 

H. Fees and Expenses 

 
1) The fees and expenses of the Arbitrator shall be shared equally by the Union 

and the Municipality. 

 

2) Each party shall pay costs as to its own witness expenses. 

 

3) Transcriber and transcription costs shall be equally shared by the Union and 

the Municipality. 
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SECTION 4.  GUIDELINES FOR EFFECTIVE PROCESSING 

 
A. For purposes of the Grievance Procedure, a "workday" is any weekday except Sunday, 

Saturday or a fixed date holiday, as recognized by this Agreement. 

 

B. All written grievances and responses shall be dated and signed by the appropriate 

Union or City representative. 

 

C. A grievance not filed or advanced to the next higher level within the time limit 

provided in this Agreement shall be deemed permanently withdrawn.  A grievance not 

responded to within the time limit provided in this Agreement shall be considered as 

having been denied and may be advanced to the next step of the grievance 

procedure. 

 

D. No grievance award shall be made to a person other than the specific individual so 

entitled as eligible under appropriate section(s) of the agreement. 

 

E. A grievance may be entertained in or advanced to any step in the Grievance 

Procedure, if the Parties jointly so agree. 
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APPENDIX C – TESTING PROCEDURES 

 
Testing of rubber goods and other equipment shall be as follows: 

 
1. 60-day dialectric leakage test for rubber gloves. 

 

2. 90-day dialectric leakage test for rubber sleeves. 

 

3. 12-month dialectric leakage test for all hot sticks and blankets on trucks. 

 

4. 12-months dialectric and stress test of line trucks and bucket trucks. 

 

5. 24-month dialectric test intervals on hot sticks in hot stick trailer.  When not in use, 

trailer is to be locked and kept in warm dry place. 
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APPENDIX D -  “MAD” PROCEDURE 

 
Upon reaching impasse during negotiations for any successor agreement or during any 

contractually agreed upon re-opener, the parties to this Agreement will engage in the 

following mutually agreed upon dispute resolution procedure (MAD). The following procedure 

is intended to supersede the provisions of Revised Code 4117.14, except as specifically 

provided herein: 

 

Upon reaching impasse, as declared by one or both of the parties, the party or parties 

declaring impasse shall request from the State Employment Relations Board a list of seven 

(7) neutrals from the Board’s roster of neutrals.  The neutrals shall be required to have a 

business address in at least one (1) of the following counties:  Butler, Hamilton, or Warren.  

The selection of a single neutral shall be by alternating strike off method. 

 

The Parties shall then jointly write the selected neutral requesting that a list be provided of 

not fewer than five (5) dates within the next sixty (60) calendar days which would be 

available as hearing dates. 

 

The neutral shall take such evidence as is in his judgment appropriate, including those 

factors listed in O.R.C. 4117.14(G)(7)(a) to (f). 

 

The fees and expenses of the neutral shall be shared equally by the Union and the 

Municipality. 

 

Each party shall pay the costs as to its own witness expenses. 

 

Transcriber and transcription costs shall be shared equally by the Union and the 

Municipality. 

 

The neutral shall issue recommendations on each separate issue for which the parties are 

at impasse within thirty (30) calendar days of the conclusion of the hearing. 

 

Each party shall have ten (10) working days from the date of issuance of the 

recommendations to reject the recommendations of the neutral as whole.  The rejection of 

the recommendations shall be by a three-fifths vote of City Council on behalf of the City, and 

by a three-fifths vote of the total membership of the bargaining unit for Local 648.  Each 

party shall certify the results of the vote and serve notice upon the other party of the results 

of the vote within twenty-four (24) hours of the vote. 

 

If neither party rejects the neutral’s recommendations, the recommendations shall be 

deemed agreed upon as the final resolution of the issues submitted and a collective 

bargaining agreement shall be executed by the parties, including the neutral’s 

recommendations except as otherwise modified by the parties by mutual agreement. 

 

If either the City or Local 648 votes to reject the recommendations, the provisions of Article 

33, Section 3(A) of the parties’ agreement will take effect.  




